
There's something new happening in barcelona. Four different freaky
characters has joined together to form a band where the dirtiest punk
rock meet dance music, leaving enough space to experimental and crazy
music to sound completely unique. Some of the members from It's Not
Not also play in bands like Standstill or Tokyo Sex Destruction, but it
would be wrong trying to find the It's Not Not sound in any of these
bands. Their debut CD offers us 11 catchy songs, full of melodies and
chorus to sing and smile at the same time. A solid rythm section full of
feeling, groovy guitars influenced on equal parts by punk and funk, and
enough room to experiment giving the record a peculiar and personal
sound to every song. The intensity, fun and hedonism of their debut CD
on Bcore will leave more than one mouth opened. Punk, nocturnity and
hedonism into a band that gives everything. Join the hamstermania!

Tracklist:

1. Hardboiledrice

2. Ups and downs

3. Christmas man

4. Give it to me

5. Cha cha cha love

6. The owls are not what they seem

7. I am a hamster

8. It’s happening again

8. Supermarket crisis

10. Hardbolied (rep) rice-On sou?

11. Drunk kisses/ Sorry but tonight i don’t

feel like sleeping next to anybody

Selling Points:

. Recorded by LLuís Cots in Cydonia Recording

Studios during january 2004.

. Mixed and mastered by  Santi García in Sant

Feliu de Guíxols.

. Featuring members of Standstill and Tokyo

Sex Destruction.

. For lovers of: Hot Hot Heat, Monorchid,

Liars...
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Singles:

4.Give it to me

7.I am a hamster

IT’S NOT NOT
GIVING EVERYTHING!

itsnotnot@hotmail.com


